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When  
 everything 

Testing Geberit’s virtual prototypes

Waste and drainage systems from Geberit are noted 

computers. Before real prototypes are manufactured 
 

products using special simulation programs until the 
 correct performance data is achieved.

Know-how



7

In terms of aerodynamics, computer simulations are an 

dynamics (CFD), racing car specialists calculate and 

racing machines. During product development at 

-

tions. In both cases, virtual grid models are designed 

comprehensively tested and optimized are prototypes 

Virtual engineering

Geberit’s simulation computers are located in the 

-

-

partment is Abdullah Öngören. “Building and testing 

-

type is manufactured. This saves both time and money,” 

explains Öngören, extolling the virtues of virtual engi-

neering. 

This can be illustrated in greater detail using the Geberit 

high-rises to connect the discharge pipes from the in-

-

-

form. This air column ensures pressure compensation, 

rate. 

 Computer simulation of 

section of the enhanced 

  

from the computer simulation.
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Major improvement in performance

Inspired by this physical phenomenon, the team devel-

-

tinuous column of air in the center that enables the 

and possible approaches to solving the problems be-

-

-

type is then tested using the simulation program. “The 

-

engineer. 

24-meter-high testing tower

-

height. This enabled us to obtain conclusive results on 

the impact that Sovent’s increase in capacity has on 

the entire piping system,” explains Öngören. Sensors 

order to test the function and the improvement in per-

formance across the entire system.

Simulated optimization

-

ments. In many cases, computer-based simulations 

-

ments on the computer,” explains Öngören. 

possible. At the same time, the trap needed to be as 

compact and small as possible and feature a self-clean-

explains Öngören, modestly forgetting to mention that 

his computers can ultimately only carry out the clever 

commands input by the real brains of the corpo-

ration. 

 

for shower drains.


